
CHARACTER ESSAY QUESTIONS

Discuss the development of Bilbo Baggins' character. Discuss Tolkien's use of song in The Hobbit. Discuss the attitude
toward property and material wealth that emerges in The Hobbit.

Measure for Measure, William Shakespeare These prompts focus on one or more characters. Remember that
minor characters can be just as important as major characters. Name all features of your hero and his or her
role in the story. Here is an example of great analysis focus. A killer analysis essay conclusion might reveal
one more aspect of your target character which would be a shock to the audience. At the end of your character
analysis essay, you need to find out whether the information you have provided throughout the text would be
useful for detectives. Age - it is easier to explain the actions of different characters by taking into account their
age: Dawn Summers often acts silly because she's a year old kid. You will have to prove your awareness with
the in-text citations and indirect quotes from the book or movie your hero comes from. Discuss a decision that
a character makes with which you either agree or disagree, and give your reasons. Follow a five-paragraph
formula: Introduction paragraph. You should have a draft where you mention how each quality influences
your chosen character and, perhaps, the whole story. Choose a character that you would like to interview if it
were possible. Try to keep your ideas and entire character study organized: Analyzing Characters More Tips to
Observe Those were the main tips each student must remember when writing a character analysis essay; it is
time to read the last three recommendations. Have you mentioned the most outstanding and important traits of
your chosen person? We also encourage you to try one of the worksheets attached. If you write about specific
fiction personality, there is no need to share any research findings. Choose something like: Character's
background: has Harry Potter's difficult childhood and complicated relationships with family members made
him a bad person? Character-based prompts : 'Angelo is an honourable man who gives in to temptation. Who
are two of the most memorable characters in the novel? Author's Main Goal: When you write about the
personality, it is important to specify the character's type see the full list of types above. If so, which ones?
Small elements of analysis include weight, height, and clothing. Explain the significance of symbols and
omens to the development of the novel's plot.


